City Council Introduction: Monday, April 9, 2007
Public Hearing: Monday, April 16, 2007, at 1:30 p.m.

Bill No. 07-58

FACTSHEET
TITLE: CHANGE OF ZONE NO. 07010, from
AG Agricultural District to AGR Agricultural
Residential District, requested by Steve M.
Champoux, on property generally located at 134th
Street and “A” Street, ½ mile south of “O” Street.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION: Denial.

SPONSOR: Planning Department
BOARD/COMMITTEE: Planning Commission
Public Hearing: 03/14/07
Administrative Action: 03/14/07
RECOMMENDATION: Denial (6-3: Cornelius,
Sunderman, Esseks, Krieser, Taylor and
Carlson voting ‘yes’; Carroll, Strand and Larson
voting ‘no’).

FINDINGS OF FACT:
1.

This is a request to rezone approximately 125.51 acres, more or less (124.02 net), from AG Agricultural District
to AGR Agricultural Residential District, located at the northwest corner of 134 th & “A” Streets, with the intent to
develop acreages.

2.

The staff recommendation to deny this change of zone request is based upon the “Analysis”, as set forth on p.5-6,
concluding that the change of zone is not in conformance with the 2030 Comprehensive Plan; is not consistent
with the development pattern in the area; and would contribute to acreage sprawl. The existing zoning is
appropriate, with a 49-lot Community Unit Plan in place with 7 lots approved on this parcel and 42 lots approved
on the Crooked Creek golf course area, in addition to the golf course.

3.

The water report submitted by the applicant is found on p.23-36.

4.

The staff presentation is found on p.8.

5.

Testimony on behalf of the applicant by Peter Katt and Mike Eckert is found on p.8-10. Mr. Katt contended that
“grouping” is important as acreages are located in the county, and that this applicant should not be penalized
because there is no performance standard point system in place for siting and selecting acreage areas. The
additional information submitted by Mr. Katt in support of his testimony is found on p.37-42.

6.

Robert Batcher testified in opposition on behalf of a group of land owners and home owners in the area (See letter
and petition bearing 14 signatures, p.43-44). The issues of the opposition include water quantity and quality,
sewage treatment system, property taxes, construction in the floodplain and increased traffic.

7.

The applicant pointed out that the water report clearly indicates that water is plentiful in the area; that the layout
would cluster smaller lots and require a community system; that there will be no attempt to fill or construct in
the floodplain; and that, through the community unit plan process, the applicant is prepared to commit to paving
134th Street past the golf course and to pave to the entrance of the development.

6.

On March 14, 2007, the majority of the Planning Commission agreed with the staff recommendation and voted
6-3 to recommend denial (See Minutes, p.12-13); Carroll, Strand and Larson dissenting.
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LINCOLN/LANCASTER COUNTY PLANNING STAFF REPORT
_________________________________________________
for March 14, 2007 PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING
PROJECT #:

Change of Zone No. 07010

PROPOSAL:

Change of zone from AG Agriculture to AGR Agriculture Residential

LOCATION:

134th Street and A Street, ½ mile south of “O” Street

LAND AREA:

125.51 acres more or less (124.02 net)

EXISTING ZONING: AG with a Community Unit Plan
CONCLUSION: Not in conformance with the 2030 Comprehensive Plan. Not consistent with the
development pattern of the area. Contributing to acreage sprawl. The existing zoning is still
appropriate. An existing 49 lot Community Unit Plan is in place with 7 lots approved on this parcel and
42 lots approved on the Crooked Creek golf course area, in addition to the golf course.

RECOMMENDATION:

Denial

GENERAL INFORMATION:
LEGAL DESCRIPTION: Lot 10, Irregular Tract in the SE 1/4 of Section 29, T10N, R8E, Lancaster
County Nebraska.
EXISTING LAND USE: Ag land with the waste treatment facility for Crooked Creek, an existing
AG/AGR Community Unit Plan.
SURROUNDING LAND USE AND ZONING:
North:
South:
East:
West:

Crooked Creek Golf Course, zoned AGR with a CUP
farmland and some acreages, zoned AG
farmland, zoned AG
farmland and the Boy Scouts camp, zoned AG. East Beltway Corridor.

ASSOCIATED APPLICATIONS: None
HISTORY: In October 2002, Change of Zone 147 was withdrawn from the County Board pending list.
A Planning Commission public hearing on Change of Zone #147/2930 from AG to AGR on this lot was
held on August 30, 1995 and the application was deferred for continued public hearing and action after
the County Comprehensive Plan Task Force report. On February 12, 1997 the Planning Commission
held continued public hearing and voted to deny the application. On February 26, 1997 the Planning
Commission voted to reconsider and put this item on pending until a plat could be submitted. At one
time this was included in the Iron Horse/Crooked Creek Golf Course application but was not part of the
approved golf course special permit.
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In June 1976 the County Board approved Walton Meadows Preliminary Plat and Community Unit Plan
(under the AA Rural and Public Use zoning at that time the minimum lot size was 1 acre). In October
1978 a Final Plat of Walton Meadows was submitted on this parcel but not completed through the
County Board. In June 1982 the County Board amended the Subdivision regulations to limit the
effective period of an approved preliminary plat to 10 years, so the Walton Meadows Plat has expired.
Changed from AA Rural and Public Use to AG Agriculture during the 1979 Zoning Update.
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN SPECIFICATIONS: This shows as Agriculture and Green Space on the
Future Land Use map. This is in Tier II. Applicable language in the Plan is as follows;
The land use plan for Lincoln and Lancaster County contains several general categories of land use types that are listed
below. The maps displaying the land use plan are but one aspect of the Comprehensive Plan. The entire Comprehensive
Plan should be referenced and considered when viewing the land use plan maps and for judging the appropriateness of
the land uses they may display. Agricultural: Land principally in use for agricultural production. Agricultural land may be
in transition to more diversified agribusiness ventures such as growing and marketing of products (e.g., horticulture,
silvaculture, aquaculture) on site. Pg 16
Tier II: An area of approximately 70 square miles intended to serve the following purposes: (1) to define the geographic
area the city is assumed to grow into immediately beyond the twenty-five year time frame of Tier I; (2) to serve as the
basis for long term, advanced utility planning; and; (3) to act as a secondary reserve area for urban growth should the Tier
I area development occur more quickly than assumed for the twenty-five year period. Owing to the intended purposes of
this Tier and the uncertainty of when the city may begin providing services to these areas, Tier II should also remain in
its present use in order to provide for future urban development. Pg 23 (underline added)
Currently, acreage development has occurred under two development scenarios: AG -Agricultural District (minimum of
20 acres per lot area) and AGR - Agricultural Residential District (minimum of 3 acres per lot area) with the possibility
in both AG and AGR zoning districts of clustering units together in order to preserve more open space and agricultural
areas and/or receive additional density bonuses under a community unit development. The complex issue of acreage
development and other public objectives requires a large array of land use strategies. Pg 70
Specific areas will be designated so that approximately 6% of the total population in the County can be accommodated
on acreages. Grouping acreages together in a specific area enables services to be provided more efficiently, such as
reducing the amount of paved roads, fewer and shorter school bus routes and more cost effective rural water district
service. Grouping also reduces the number of potential conflict points between farm operations and acreages.
Preserve areas for the future growth of incorporated towns. In accordance with town plans, preserve additional areas in
agricultural use, outside of the town’s current one mile zoning, for future town growth.
Direct and support residential, commercial and industrial growth in incorporated towns.
In determining areas of higher density rural acreage (200 units or more per square mile), numerous factors will be reviewed,
such as but not limited to water and rural water districts, soil conditions, roads, agricultural productivity, land parcelization,
number of existing acreages, and plans for urban or town development. Acreages should develop in areas that best reflect
the carrying capacity of that area for acreages. A performance criteria should be developed to review requests for acreage
zoning and to determine where these standards can best be met.
New urban acreage development is not encouraged in the Plan Vision Tier I areas for Lincoln, except for areas alre ady
zoned, previously designated for acreages or under development, in order to provide areas for future urban growth and to
minimize the impact on new acreage development. This will reduce the number of acreage homeowners who would be
impacted by annexation in the future. Even though acreages can be designed with infrastructure to city standards, there
is still an impact on acreage owners and their families durin g annexation in terms of changes in school district, the
character of the surrounding area and financial implications. Impacts to the acreage homeowners and to the City of Lincoln
can be avoided by locating acreages in areas outside of the Tier I areas. Pg 70
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These principles are embodied in the following Acreage Development Policy.
Retain the current overall density of 32 dwellings per square mile (1 dwelling unit per 20 acres) for all agriculturally zoned
land. Provide more bonuses and a lower threshold size (not below nominal 40 acres) for the proven technique of “cluster”
development using the Community Unit Plan. This technique has been successful in providing flexibility while preserving
both farmland and environmental resources at the same time.
Development of a performance standard system will allow the location of higher density rural acreage development in either
“AG” or “AGR” where the review criteria can be met. This allows equal treatment across the county, maximum freedom
of determination of marketing and sale, while locating those developments only in those areas where sufficient attributes
can be accumulated to justify the development at the requested location.
New ‘urban acreage’ development should only be permitted in Tier II and Tier III areas of Lincoln and near towns under
higher design standards based upon a “build-through” model and without use of sanitary improvement districts. The “buildthrough” design standards should address, along with other items deemed necessary by the study; a preliminary plan
lot layout that accommodates first phase low density acreages with rural water and sewer systems. The preliminary plat
would also show future lot splits as a second phase to permit the urban infrastructure to be built through and urbanization
to occur if and when annexed by a city or town is deemed appropriate. The future lot splits will increase density in an
urban form and provide income to property owners to defray the increases in city taxes, services and infrastructure costs;
a lot layout that meets the various elements of the Comprehensive Plan; and
a development agreement that runs with the land and acknowledges that the acreage development (I) is not entitled to
extra buffering protection greater than the acreage property lines from existing agricultural practices and from future
urbanization and (ii) waives any future right to protest the creation of lawful centralized sanitary sewer, water and paving
special assessment districts or other lawful financing methods at a later date when urbanization is appropriate. Pg71
STRATEGIES FOR RURAL AREAS
* Town plans should be acknowledged in the Comprehensive Plan.
* The Comprehensive Plan should acknowledge the “Right to Farm.”
* Increase incentive bonuses for environmental and historic resources.
* Pursue expansion of the cluster provisions to include non-contiguous property or a Transfer of Development Rights
technique.
* Use GIS data, and other sources, to help develop performance standards for determining land usages (e.g adopted
county zoning policy criteria).
*Acreages shown (designated as Low Density Residential in 1994 Comprehensive Plan), platted or zoned AGR
(Agricultural Residential) shall remain. pg 73

UTILITIES: This is in the Lancaster County Rural Water District. This is in the Norris Public Power
District.
TOPOGRAPHY: Gently rolling, draining to the northwest. (Steven Creek)
TRAFFIC ANALYSIS: "A" Street and South 134th street are local county roads. 134th is paved
from “O” to the golf course maintenance building drive and is gravel adjacent to this property, "A" Street
is gravel.
PUBLIC SERVICE: This is in the Southeast Rural Fire District (Stations at 77th and Pine Lake and
at 84th and Holdrege, providing Basic Life Support) and the Waverly Public School district.
REGIONAL ISSUES: The Walton trail abuts the north of this parcel. Continued proliferation of
unplanned for acreages is an issue in the sense of development occurring where it is unanticipated and
infrastructure is not in place to support it.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS: There are no identified historic or ecological resources at this
location. The soil rating of this site is 4.31 on a scale of 1 to 10, where 1 to 4 are prime ag land. There
is floodplain and floodway present on about the west 5 to 10% of the land.
AESTHETIC CONSIDERATIONS: na
ALTERNATIVE USES: An existing CUP and preliminary plat is approved for 7 lots. Farming or 6 20+
acre parcels.
ANALYSIS:
1.

This request is for a change from AG Agriculture zoning to AGR Agriculture Residential on a
124 acre (net) parcel of land at the northwest corner of 134th and A Street.

2.

The intent is to develop acreages. The zoning would give approximately 33 dwelling units. A
Community Unit Plan on this parcel, using the 40% bonus could yield 48 units.

3.

This parcel is shown as Agriculture/Tier II in the Comprehensive Plan maps. It is surrounded by
land shown as Agriculture and Green Space to the north. It is not in conformance with the Plan.
Other areas are already zoned AGR, and the bulk of the county land is available under AG
zoning and utilizing CUP’s and the “2 - 3's per 40" cluster provisions for appropriate and
adequate acreage development.

4.

The attached water report (from the 1997 application) indicates adequate water quantity and
quality .

5.

The East Beltway corridor abuts the west lot line of this application.

6.

If approved this could allow up to 48 dwellings, which is contrary to the adopted plans of the City
and County. This development will not generate revenue to the city from impact fees,
construction sales tax, property tax, or wheel tax, but the increased density will increase
pressure on the County to pave gravel roads with county wide property taxes, the bulk of which
are paid by city property owners. A recent report by the Planning Department noted 10 to 14%
of new single family permits in the last five years had been occurring in unincorporated areas
outside the City Limits, which is twice the percentage provided for in the Comprehensive Plan.
A more than adequate supply of acreage lots is being made available through platting of land
zoned AGR and AG through CUPs and 40 acre cluster provisions. Even with build-through, this
is contributing to acreage urban sprawl and reinforcing requests to strip “A” and 134th with
acreage development.

7.

Continued approvals that are not in accordance with the Plan encourage speculation and other
requests and undermine the application and validity of the Plan itself.

8.

Some acreage review issues can be addressed in this report:
a) Water/rural water,
This area is in the Lancaster Rural Water District #1 and Norris Public Power
District. There is no other public infrastructure present. The applicant apparently
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intends to establish a new community water supply rather than tie into the RWD
#1 system. The water report indicates adequate quantity and quality.
b) Road access and paving,
‘A’ street is a gravel county road and South 134th Street is partially paved. South
134th is not shown for future potential paving, A’ Street is shown for future
potential paving to 148th Street. Neither street is in the County Engineers 1 - 6
CIP. The East Beltway is shown for future development along the west boundary
of this application and is shown in the 1 - 6 CIP for right of way. The exact location
of the ROW has not been determined and may impact this property. There are
no transit linkages. This abuts the Walton Trail for pedestrian and bike linkages
c) Soil rating,
The soil is very good but not prime ag land of the county.
d) Development of the area/land parcelization,
The surrounding land in this area is in substantially larger parcels of 40 and 80
acres in area except to the north where AGR/CUP residential development
exists.
e) Existing acreages,
There is one area of abutting acreage development to the north. A few scattered
acreage exist to the southeast.
f) Conflicting farm uses,
There are no conflicting farm uses noted in a field check.
g) Environmental issues,
There are no identified historic or ecological resources at this location. There is
Steven Creek floodplain and floodway present on about the west 5 to 10% of the
land.
h) Impact on other governmental entities,
This will increase demand for service on the Sheriff, Rural Fire, School, County
Roads and others. The level of impact is not known.
I) Plans of other towns,
This is not in conformance with the Lincoln Lancaster County Comprehensive Plan.

Prepared by:
Mike DeKalb, 441-6370, mdekalb@lincoln.ne.gov
Planner

DATE: February 27, 2007
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APPLICANT:

Peter W. Katt
1045 Lincoln Mall, Suite 200
Lincoln, NE 68508
(402) 476-7621

OWNER:

Steve M. Champoux
P.O.Box 84891
Lincoln, NE 68501
(402) 730 - 7302

CONTACT:

Peter W. Katt
1045 Lincoln Mall, Suite 200
Lincoln, NE 68508
(402) 476-7621
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CHANGE OF ZONE NO. 07010
PUBLIC HEARING BEFORE PLANNING COMMISSION:

March 14, 2007

Members present: Carroll, Cornelius, Sunderman, Esseks, Krieser, Taylor, Strand, Larson and
Carlson.
Ex Parte Communications: None.
Staff recommendation: Denial.
Staff presentation: Mike DeKalb of Planning staff presented this proposal for a change of zone from
AG to AGR on approximately 125 acres generally located at 134th & A Streets, about ½ mile south of
“O” Street on the west side of 134th Street. The area south of Crooked Creek is shown as AG in the
Comprehensive Plan, which is the primary reason for a staff recommendation of denial. The staff could
not find sufficient reasons to overrule what is shown in the Comprehensive Plan.
Esseks inquired how many dwelling units could be built on this site using a community unit plan under
the existing AG zoning, with the bonuses for open space and farm land preservation, etc. DeKalb
explained that this parcel currently has an AG CUP with seven lots. With the bonuses and a community
sewer system they might be able to get eight lots.
Esseks inquired as to the approximate distance to the nearest emergency medical station. DeKalb
indicated that the property is in the Southeast Rural Fire District, with stations located at 84th &
Holdrege to the northwest and 77th & Pine Lake, so it would be approximately five to seven miles.
Proponents
1. Peter Katt appeared on behalf of the applicant, Steve Champoux. His client has been working
on this property since 1994. The last time was in 2002 when his client voluntarily removed it from the
County Board agenda because of the adoption of the new Comprehensive Plan and the desire to apply
new standards in the siting and selection of acreages. Unfortunately, there is still not a completed
performance standard point system, and Katt does not believe this application should be delayed
because of that.
With regard to the staff analysis, Katt pointed out that the Comprehensive Plan land use map is just one
factor to be considered – it is not “the” factor -- it is one factor of many. When the Comprehensive Plan
was updated in 2002, no additional acreage areas were added because we were going to develop
a performance point standard. Mr. Champoux should not be penalized because this property is not
shown on the land use map.
In addition, Katt purported that grouping has value - the staff indicates there are sufficient acreages in
this area for AG CUP’s and two three’s per 40. Katt suggested that that encourages acreage parcels
to be spread throughout the county and not clustered. Grouping is important as we locate acreages
in the county.
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Katt pointed to the Comprehensive Plan concept of performance criteria. The development of this
performance standard system was an attempt to identify areas appropriate for acreages because the
facilities were in place and to have a market based component.
Katt explained that the applicant has elected to proceed on a change of zone without an associated
community unit plan at this time because there is significant added cost in developing the CUP and
it is difficult in layout if zoned AG or AGR. The purpose in bringing this change of zone forward is to
determine what needs to be designed in the CUP. Any requirements that need to be accomplished
through build-through will be met or exceeded when the applicant comes forward with the CUP.
Katt believes the staff analysis and recommendation violates the Comprehensive Plan provision on
grouping. Katt then referred to The Bridges, a community unit plan that was approved for AGR zoning.
In terms of performance criteria, Katt believes that this proposal is better than The Bridges, and the only
significant difference is the fact that The Bridges has a map designation and this site does not.
In terms of market demand, Katt stated that there really is not the same number or volume of acreage
lots in this sector in Lincoln, which is one of the reasons his client believes that acreage development
in this area is important to meet market demands. This is a very logical location, applying all of the
non-arbitrary performance criteria for AGR zoning.
2. Mike Eckert of Civil Design Group also appeared on behalf of the applicant. There are only two
areas shown in the Comprehensive Plan in this area of the County that are zoned for AGR subdivision
and they are both fully built-out. In contrast, if you look at the area in the southwest, there are multiple
areas of opportunities for acreages, many of which are also built-out.
Eckert showed an exhibit of the proposed layout of the property, but indicated that he felt it was in the
best interest of his client not to develop an entire CUP until the change of zone is approved. With
regard to quality of water, Eckert stated that the water report clearly indicates that water is plentiful in
this area. There are wells on the golf course with tremendous volume and there were five test wells
done on this property. Water is not an issue.
With regard to the sewage treatment system, Eckert stated that the applicant is committed and
prepared to do a treatment plant. This layout would cluster the smaller lots, requiring the community
system. There were some issues with contamination from nitrates and terracing effects, but these are
all things that are fairly standard and can be treated.
With regard to the floodplain, Eckert explained that this is an area where there are revised maps for
the Stevens Creek Watershed and this property abuts that. There will be no attempt to fill any of the
floodplain property.
With regard to any concerns about increased traffic, Eckert stated that the applicant is prepared, during
the CUP process, to commit to paving 134th Street past the golf course, and is also committed, at his
cost, to pave to the entrance facilitating the 48-49 units. This development will comply with the buildthrough standards.
Eckert believes that this property stands up highly, as well as any other in the county, due to the paved
roads, water, proximity to a major highway, the ability to cluster the development and it is not prime
agricultural land.
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Larson noted that the applicant discussed a community water treatment plant for sanitary sewer. What
about water? Katt responded that most will be individual wells.
Larson wanted to know the number of lots anticipated. Katt stated that they would be requesting 48
to 49 lots on 125 acres.
Opposition
1. Robert Batcher, 720 S. 134th Street, testified in opposition on behalf of a group of land owners
and home owners in the area. He is concerned about the water. He has three wells and wants to know
what will happen if his wells are affected by this development. The neighboring property owners are
also concerned about the sewage treatment system and how things will be handled in theory and
practice. Presently, there is a large settling basin, with a terrific odor problem. He does not understand
the difference between the AG and AGR CUP. Is there anything to say that they cannot make a change
later on and put in multiple units on given lots?
Staff questions
Esseks noted that the staff report indicates that there is a large inventory of AGR parcels. He wanted
to know where. DeKalb reminded the Commission that the Comprehensive Plan was adopted on
November 11, 2006, and the Planning Department was asked to write a report on what is occurring
across Lancaster County. That report pointed out 32 square miles of land that is shown for potential
AGR, but, in addition, we are finding that more than half of the lots are being created in the AG areas.
In fact, 10 to 14 percent of the single family dwellings constructed in Lancaster County are outside the
city on acreages. Therefore, the staff took the position that the desires and need to market for acreage
development are very adequately addressed, but one of the keys to that is distribution. It would be a
much bigger impact on the support system of the county.
Esseks noted that the area east of Walton appears to be left out. Are there no AGR parcels approved
in this area? DeKalb stated that from 112th to 120th south of Walton there is almost a square mile
approved with build-through lots that have not been built yet. The staff is currently working on an AGR
about 1.5 miles south of there, Hidden Valley Golf Course. The reason Stevens Creek does not have
a lot of AGR shown is that it is an area into which the city can grow. This property is in Tier II and shown
for future city growth.
Esseks noted the Comprehensive Plan goal of approximately 6% of the county population being in
unincorporated areas. Is there some other way to achieve that goal besides turning down an
application like this? DeKalb suggested that more and more flexibility has been built into the
regulations to allow the AG areas more opportunities to create 3-acre lots. There is a Transfer of
Development Rights (TDR) request in front of Legislature this year to give flexibility for adding density
to cluster subdivisions.
Carroll confirmed that Stevens Creek is on the west side of this parcel. What is the timeline for the
sewer line coming down Stevens Creek, crossing “O” Street and going south? DeKalb was not sure
about crossing “O” Street, but the Tier I areas on the map are anticipated to have city sewer in the midrange of 25 years, with Tier II between 25-50 years. It’s coming on the west side but not on the east
side.
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Carroll wondered whether the paving of 134 t h Street down to the entrance would change the staff
recommendation or help in any way. DeKalb stated that paving to be a minimum necessity. That
would not change the staff recommendation. He would assume there would be more than one access
at the time of subdivision. The portion now paved is because of the golf course development.
Carlson commented that it does seem like a timing issue, i.e. land banking or urban reserve and the
ability of Lincoln to grow. The staff is trying to create flexibility in the AG to give someone an interim
use. DeKalb agreed.
Response by the Applicant
Eckert urged that it is very unlikely that a residential well will have any kind of impact on another well.
Eckert also explained that the settling basin, or what is currently a lagoon for the 40 existing
townhouses, is something that would be merged with the existing lots. The idea is to get away from
that and do the package plant, which will, per NDEQ approval, dump its effluent into the creek. This
is another highlight for this area. Cardwell Branch is very close to reaching its maximum ammonia
level. There are not many developments along Stevens Creek and he does not believe there are any
with package plants. The likelihood of approval by NDEQ is very high.
As far as density, Eckert stated that this is the maximum. If they use the bonus for clustering and for
community sewer, this is the most units that can be done on this property until it is urbanized and
annexed. 48 to 49 lots would be the maximum.
Eckert also noted that the policy of the city is that it is the west bank of Stevens Creek that will be
developed first, clear down to Highway 2. It is in the 25-50 year window.
Katt noted that acreages are not to be located in the Tier I properties. They are to be located in Tier
II areas, and this is a Tier II area relatively close to the city with a federal highway system that is less
than one mile away that will be connected with pavement.
Katt believes that “demand” is the biggest policy issue – where does the demand for acreage lots
arise? Is it people living in the small towns? The farm operations on the edge? Or does the demand
arise from people working in the city? He believes the primary demand comes from people that live
and work in the city. If the staff solution to that demand is to say, let them go do an AG CUP with two
three’s per forty – what does that imply? It implies that all those people that want acreage lots have to
go further and further out of the city – they are not compact and not clustered – and the ability to provide
services is very difficult. Clearly there is a demand. Is it better to meet that demand closer to the city
in compact developments? Or is it better to force them out further? That is the policy choice to be
made. What better place than in the county – outside growth of 25 years, adjacent to existing AGR
development with a golf course, not interrupting existing agricultural operations, across the creek to
the west is the Boy Scout camp, at 134th & O Street is an industrial facility with bars, restaurants, 200
storage sheds and Campbell’s is developing a major facility on the other corner. The pattern has been
set that this part of the county will become more urban, not agriculturally oriented. This is a good place
to meet the demand for acreage lots.
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Katt also suggested that the primary beneficiaries of residential land values are school districts. This
land is in the Waverly School District. The city has just taken over a tremendous amount of the Waverly
Public Schools tax base. This is another location for Waverly to re-establish some tax base that it has
lost.
Esseks commented that the issue of whether new homes are net benefits to school districts is really
an open issue. It depends on how many children would be going to the Waverly District and it depends
upon the Waverly District’s tax rate as well as the value of these homes. Existing studies indicate that
these homes do not pay for themselves in terms of the school issue. If you want to come forward with
more of these developments, he would like more information on the cost-revenue issue. He does not
think these homes would be net benefits to the Waverly District. Katt’s response was that when they
talked with Waverly Public Schools, it was the Waverly Public Schools’ opinion that these
developments are net benefits. They have capacity in their schools. The last development that we did
up there was primarily retirement – non-family. These acreage homes will probably be in the price
range in excess of $400,000 so the income levels necessary to live in these homes generally have
higher incomes and have the tendency to have smaller families.
ACTION BY PLANNING COMMISSION:

March 14, 2007

Larson moved approval, seconded by Strand.
Larson stated that he lives in the Tier I area on the west side of Stevens Creek. This 125 acres of
which he is very familiar is really not a good size for any farm operation. He is concerned about using
that piece of land for 20-acre lots as opposed to 3-acre lots, which would result from this change of
zone. He believes it creates an inefficient use of land if we leave it in AG and require 20 acres per lot.
There are many reasons to increase the density.
Strand agreed with Larson.
Carroll commented that it is a difficult issue according to the Comprehensive Plan because we do not
want to leapfrog out to the edge of the County with acreages. But they are putting in build-through. The
paving is a big issue because the developer will pave the roads. It is next to AGR to the north with the
golf course; there is a creek to the west; and there is development at 134th & O that is commercial now
with additional commercial coming forward. It is not a good thing to allow acreages like this, but he
believes this specific area and site is okay.
Esseks stated that he is opposed to the motion. He believes that the whole community benefits from
a population distribution where most of the growth is found in the city and not in scattered areas around
the city. How can we achieve 6% of the total population being in unincorporated areas unless we have
the will to say “no” to some of these acreage developments? There are other undeveloped AGR
parcels in the general area. He thinks we should wait for them. They can go ahead now with an AG
CUP of eight units and then before long they would be ready to be annexed.
Carlson stated that his opinion falls on the side of denial. We need to constantly remind ourselves –
what is the policy question? Should we have acreages in small scattered sites around the county?
Should people be able to live on an acreage right outside the city? It becomes inconvenient when the
city bumps up against them. He agreed with Esseks. The dynamic exists for an interim use of an AG
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CUP. He believes that the parcel is now approved for three-acre units. He is concerned that if we
approve piece by piece - one at a time - without a view to the overall plan, we don’t get to meet the goal
in the end.
Motion for approval failed 3-6: Carroll, Strand and Larson voting ‘yes’; Cornelius, Sunderman, Esseks,
Krieser, Taylor and Carlson voting ‘no’.
Sunderman moved to deny, seconded by Esseks and carried 6-3: Cornelius, Sunderman, Esseks,
Krieser, Taylor and Carlson voting ‘yes’; Carroll, Strand and Larson voting ‘no’. This is a
recommendation to the City Council.
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